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Abstract
Honey Bee Optimization is nature-inspired optimization has drawn 
the attention of researchers because of its efficiency in solving 
real-world optimization problems arising in several application 
domains. Color image quantization is an important process of 
representing true color images using a small number of colors. 
Existing color reduction techniques tend to alter image color 
structure and distribution. Thus the researchers are always finding 
alternative strategies for color quantization. The HSI color space 
is very important and attractive color model for image processing 
applications because it represents colors similarly how the human 
eye senses colors. The HSI color model represents every color 
with three components: hue (H), saturation (S), intensity (I).  The 
objective of the research work is to investigate the performance of 
Honey Bee Optimization on color image quantization, compare 
the designed algorithm with other quantization techniques, test 
and implement the proposed algorithm. 
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I. Introduction
In computer science and operations research, the Honey bees 
optimization algorithm is a population-based search algorithm 
first developed in 2005. It is a new comer to the family of 
nature-inspired optimization algorithms. For over the last five 
decades, optimization algorithms like Genetic Algorithms (GAs), 
Evolutionary Programming (EP), Evolutionary Strategies (ES), 
which draw their inspiration from evolution and natural genetics, 
have been dominating the realm of optimization algorithms. 
Recently natural swarm inspired algorithms like Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) have 
found their way into this domain and proved their effectiveness. 
Following the same trend of swarm-based algorithms, Honey 
Bee Algorithm was developed. Honey Bee Optimization is an 
optimisation algorithm inspired by the natural foraging behaviour 
of honey bees to find the optimal solution. It performs a kind 
of neighbourhood search combined with random search and 
can be used for both combinatorial optimization and functional 
optimisation.

A. Behaviour of Honey Bees in Nature
 Honey bee swarms consist of the following essential components: 
food sources, employed foragers and unemployed foragers, 
experienced forgers:

1. Food Sources
The value of a food source depends on many factors such as its 
proximity to the nest, its richness or concentration of its energy, 
and the ease of extracting this energy. For the sake of simplicity, 
the “profitability” of a food source can be represented with a 
single quantity.

2. Employed Foragers
(EF in “Fig.1”): They are associated with a particular food source 
which they are currently exploiting or are “employed” at. They 
carry with them information about this particular source, its 
distance and direction from the nest, the profitability of the source. 
After the employed foraging bee loads a portion of nectar from the 
food source, it returns to the hive and unloads the nectar to the food 
area in the hive. There are three possible options related to residual 
amount of nectar for the foraging bee. (i) If the nectar amount 
decreased to a low level or exhausted, foraging bee abandons the 
food source and become an unemployed bee. (ii) it can continue 
to forage without sharing the food source information with the 
nest mates. (iii) Or it can go to the dance area to perform waggle 
dance for informing the nest mates about the same food source.

Fig. 1: The Behaviour of Honey Bee Foraging for Nectar

3. Unemployed Foragers
If it is assumed that a bee have no knowledge about the food 
sources, initializes its search as an unemployed forager. There 
are two possibilities for an unemployed forager: (i) Scout Bee 
(S in “Fig.1”): if the bee starts searching spontaneously without 
any knowledge, it will be a scout bee. The percentage of scout 
bees varies from 5% to 30% according to the information into the 
nest. The mean number of scouts is about 10% . (ii) Recruit (R 
in “Fig.1”): if the unemployed forager attends to a waggle dance 
done by some other bee, the bee will start searching by using the 
knowledge from waggle dance

4. Experienced Foragers
These types of forager use their historical memories for the 
location and quality of food sources.
It can be an inspector which controls the recent status of food 
source already discovered. It can be a reactivated forager by 
using the information from waggle dance. It tries to explore the 
same food source discovered by itself if there are some other 
bees confirm the quality of same food source (RF in fig. 1).It can 
be scout bee to search new patches if the whole food source is 
exhausted (ES in fig. 1).It can be a recruit bee which is searching 
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a new food source declared in dancing area by another employed 
bee (ER in fig. 1).

B. Honey Bee Algorithm
The main steps of the algorithm are given below:

Send the scouts onto the initial food sources1. 
REPEAT2. 
Send the employed bees onto the food sources and determine 3. 
their nectar amounts
Calculate the probability value of the sources with which 4. 
they are preferred by the onlooker bees
Stop the exploitation process of the sources abandoned by 5. 
the bees
Send the scouts into the search area for discovering new food 6. 
sources, randomly
Memorize the best food source found so far7. 
UNTIL (requirements are met)8. 

C. Color Image Quantization 
Color image quantization is an important process of representing 
true color images using a small number of colors. With a good color 
quantization algorithm and some lossy compression algorithms 
(such as ones used by .jpg formats), the same image quality (at 
least visually) can mostly be restored from a much smaller file. The 
color image quantization can reduce not only storage requirement 
but also the transfer time of the image. These reductions are quite 
important for multimedia applications in the Internet where the 
communication delays are very concerned. Moreover, the color 
image quantization can be implemented as a preprocessing step 
for image compression algorithm. The color image quantization 
algorithm typically consists of four phases. 

The first phase, called sampling the original image, computes 1. 
the image histogram for color statistics i.e. a number of 
distinct colors and their frequencies.
The second phase, called colormap design, chooses the 2. 
best possible set of representative colors from the color 
statistics. 
The third phase, called pixel mapping, maps each color in the 3. 
original image to a representative color in the colormap. 
The fourth phase, called image quantizing, redraws the 4. 
image by replacing the original color in every pixel with a 
representative color. applied. 

Color quantization is important because quantized image can be 
used in many applications including the following.

It can be used in lossy compression techniques.• 
It is suitable for mobile and hand-held devices where memory • 
is usually small .
It is suitable for low-cost color display and printing devices • 
where only a small number of colors can be displayed or 
printed simultaneously .
Most graphics hardware use color lookup tables with a limited • 
number of colors.

D. HSI Color Model
HSI color space is very important and attractive color model 
for image processing applications because it represents color s 
similarly how the human eye senses colors. The HSI The color 
model represents every color with three components: hue ( H ), 
saturation ( S ), intensity ( I ). The below figure illustrates how 
the HSI color space represents colors.

Fig. 2: HSI Color Model

The Hue component describes the color itself in the form of an 
angle between [0,360] degrees. 0 degree mean red, 120 means 
green 240 means blue. 60 degrees is yellow, 300 degrees is 
magenta. The Saturation component signals how much the color 
is polluted with white color. The range of the S component is [0, 
1]. The Intensity range is between [0, 1] and 0 means black, 1 
means white. As the above figure shows, hue is more meaningful 
when saturation approaches 1 and less meaningful when saturation 
approaches 0 or when intensity approaches 0 or 1. Intensity also 
limits the saturation values

E. Euclidean Distance
A central problem in image recognition and computer vision is 
determining the distance between images. Considerable efforts 
have been made to define image distances that provide intuitively 
reasonable results. Among all the image metrics, Euclidean 
distance is the most commonly used due to its simplicity. The 
key advantages of this metric are:

Relative insensitivity to small perturbation (deformation);• 
Simplicity of computation;• 
It can be efficiently embedded in most of the powerful image • 
recognition techniques. Euclidean distance between two 
points in HSI color model is defined as follows:

    
Where

,

 , 

∆HSI is the total color difference. A single ∆HSI limit value may 
be set to be used in evaluating color matches. In this research work, 
the fitness function is taken as Euclidean distance to find out the 
distance between two food sources i.e. colors. Color difference 
calculated using Euclidean distance method are believed to 
correlate better with visual assessment than color differences 
calculated using other instrumental systems.
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II. Related Work in the Field of Color Image 
Quantization
Several heuristic techniques for color image quantization have 
been proposed in the literature. Some of them are discussed 
below. 
 The popularity algorithm generates the colormap by finding the 
densest regions in color distribution of the image. Hence, it simply 
selects the K colors with the highest occurrences from the image 
histogram and uses these K colors as the representative colors in 
the colormap.
The median-cut algorithm uses the splitting approach to repeatedly 
divide the color space into two smaller individual cells containing 
an approximately equal number of pixels at each step. The 
orientation of cutting plane is normal to one of the coordinate 
axes with a largest range of image pixels and pass through the 
median point of the color distribution projected on this axis. At 
the end of this operation, the final cells contain an equal number 
of image pixels. 
The variance-based algorithm is schematically similar to the 
median cut algorithm, with an exception that, at each step, a 
cell for further partition is the cell with the largest weighted 
variances of color distribution. The cutting plane is chosen to be 
perpendicular to the coordinate axis where the expected variance 
is most reduced. 
The octree algorithm relies on a tree structure. The root of the 
octree is an entire cell and at each level of the tree each node has 
eight successors. The maximum depth of the octree is 8. At level 
8, the terminal nodes of the octree are individual colors. The 
octree is then reduced by a process that replaces the terminal node 
with their parent node containing an average of the color in the 
terminal node. This process continues until the number of terminal 
nodes is equal K. Finally, the K terminal nodes are chosen as the 
representative colors in the colormap.
M. G. Omran in his paper proposes Color image quantization based 
on PSO. The proposed approach is of the class of quantization 
techniques that performs clustering of the color space. The 
proposed algorithm randomly initializes each particle in the 
swarm to contain K centroids (i.e. color triplets). The K-means 
clustering algorithm is then applied to each particle at a user-
specified probability to refine the chosen centroids. Each pixel is 
then assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid. The PSO 
is then applied to refine the centroids obtained from the Kmeans 
algorithm.

III. Proposed Algorithm
Each Pixel of the image is considered as scout bee and the color 
of the pixel is considered as bees food. The aim of the proposed 
algorithm is to minimize the food sources i.e. to reduce the number 
of colors in the image. In this research, all the pixels initially have 
some color and the purpose of this research is to optimize the 
number of colors in the image.  All the colors in the image are 
evaluated as the number of pixels having that color. This evaluation 
defines the health status of all the colors present in the image. 
Depending upon the health status of the colors, all the colors in the 
image are divided into two categories popular colors and unpopular 
colors. All the pixels in the image are compared with every other 
pixel in the image to find the most similar color to be eliminated. 
The fitness function is taken as Euclidean Distance (∆HSI Color 
Difference) to find out the distance between two food sources 
i.e. colors. Color difference calculated using Euclidean Distance 
(∆HSI Color Difference) method are believed to correlate better 
with visual assessment than color differences calculated using 

other instrumental systems. While implementing the proposed 
algorithm for image quantization, Euclidean Distance (∆HSI 
Color Difference) with threshold value as 0.205 is considered 
to further optimize the colors in the image. After comparing the 
colors of all the pixels in the image if the Euclidean Distance 
(∆HSI Color Difference) between two colors is found less than 
0.205 then one of the color becomes candidate for elimination. 
After this elimination process the health status of all the colors 
is evaluated again because after elimination the health status of 
colors may change. After the elimination process, the unpopular 
colors are compared and if the Euclidean Distance (∆HSI Color 
Difference) between two unpopular colors is found less than 0.205 
then reproduction is carried out. 
Honey Bee Optimization consist of following basic principal 
mechanisms:-

Chemo-taxis.• 
Elimination.• 
Reproduction.• 
Dispersal.• 

A. Chemo-taxis
The motion patterns that the bee will generate are called chemo-
taxis. This process was simulated by two different moving ways: 
run or tumble. In the proposed algorithm, each bee takes a unit step 
of size one in the same direction to find its food i.e. each pixel takes 
a unit step of size one to find the most similar color. If the pixel 
find the most similar color after a unit walk fulfilling the fitness 
function i.e. Euclidean Distance (∆HSI Color Difference) then it 
is called as swim and one of the pixels color becomes candidate 
for the elimination. If the most similar color is not found at the 
immediate next pixel position then the bee i.e. the pixel run to the 
next pixel positions with the unit steps, to find the most similar 
color. This process of swimming continued till the maximum 
number of similar colors is found.

B. Elimination
Elimination is performed in two steps. Primary elimination and 
secondary elimination.

1. Primary Elimination
In primary elimination if a pixel in the image found similar color 
following the fitness function then one of pixel color becomes 
candidate color for the elimination.

2. Secondary Elimination
In secondary elimination firstly the health status is of all the colors 
in the image is evaluated. Then based on the health status the colors 
are divided into two categories surviving i.e. popular and the un-
surviving i.e. unpopular colors. The unsurviving colors following 
the fitness function become candidate for the elimination.
After comparing the colors of all the pixels in the image 
the elimination of colors in this step is based on the primary 
elimination.

C. Reproduction
All the colors in the image are evaluated as the number of pixels 
having that color. 
Health status = 
where Ni represents the number of pixels having ith color. And 
S represents total number of pixels in the image. This evaluation 
defines the health status of all the colors present in the image. 
Depending upon the health status of the colors, all the colors in 
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the image are divided into two categories surviving colors and 
un-surviving colors. If the health status of the color is high i.e. 
the color is present on many pixels then that pixel is considered 
as surviving color and all other colors whose health status is poor 
are considered un-surviving colors. The unpopular colors are 
compared and if the Euclidean Distance (∆HSI Color Difference) 
between two unpopular colors is found less than 0.205 then those 
two colors are combined to produce a new color. This process of 
producing the new color is called as reproduction.

D. Dispersal
The un-surviving colors following the fitness function are combined 
to produce a new color. The un-surviving colors from which the 
new color is produced are eliminated. Elimination in this step is 
performed according to the secondary elimination. This new color 
is now dispersed i.e. allocated to the parents of new color. The 
colors with poor health status are eliminated and the colors with 
high health status are kept. The new colors dispersed to other pixels 
in the image where the parents of new color were present.

E. Proposed Algorithm
Step 1. Initialize parameters
S ,  i , k , l , n , Nu,  Where
S : Total number of pixels in the image (total number          of 
scout bees).
i : Total colors in the image (number of food sources).
ki  :  Color of the current pixel (Current scout bee).
l  :  New color (new food source).
ni : Number of pixels having same color (Number of scout bees 
following i th food source).
Nu : Number of pixels having unpopular color (Total           number 
of  bees with unpopular food source).

 : This is euclidean distance between Bee’s 
current food source and nearest food source).
Food sources are divided into categories popular and unpopular 
depending upon how many bees are moving toward that particular 
food source. Colors in the image are divided into two categories 
surviving colors and un-surviving colors depending upon how 
many pixels have the similar color.
Step 2. Chemo-tactic 

 

     (1) 
Where

,

 , 

Step 3. Elimination
For k = 1.........S. Take a chemo-tactic step of size one for pixel 
k as follows:
 If  <= Dmax 
 Eliminate ki pixel’s color and all other pixels having    
 ith color with  ki+1  pixel’s color.
 Else
 k = k +1
 END
END

Step 3. Reproduction and dispersal
Health status = 
Categorize the colors in the image into two categories popular 
and unpopular depending upon the health status.
Substep 3.1 
For  k = 1.........Nu Take a chemo-tactic step of size one for pixel 
k as follows:
 If ( ki =  popular)
 `Continue;
 Else If  <= Dmax 

 l =                                  (2)
 Eliminate  pixel’s color and  pixel’s color.   
 Disperse lth color at the pixels were the parents   
 of lth color were.
 END
END

IV. Results and Discussions
Our objective is to use the proposed Honey Bee Optimization 
algorithm for Color image quantization using HSI color model. 
Honey Bee Optimization using HSI color model has been validated 
by using ∆HSI<= 0.205 and applying the algorithm on images as 
well as phantom images by varying the size of image. Phantom 
images are also called as computer generated images. This 
category collects images that are scans, screen captures, photos. 
The following figures show input image with original number of 
colors and resulting image with quantized colors.

 
Fig. 1:Original image ‘Phantom1.jpg’ With 4721 colors  on left 
and Quantized image ‘Phantom1.jpg’ with 2974 colors on right.

 
Fig. 2: Original Image ‘Phantom2.jpg’ with 7088 colors on left
and Quantized image ‘Phantom2.jpg’ with 3754 colors on right
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Fig. 3: Original Image ‘Phantom5.jpg’ With 8112 colors on left
and Quantized image “Phantom5.jpg’ with 6762 colors on right

 
Fig. 4: Original Image ‘Technology.png’ With 7643 colors on 
left and Quantized image ‘Technology.png’ with 5091 colors on 
right

The computational results which have been obtained using the proposed algorithm are shown below in a table. These results have 
been analyzed based on LMSE(Least Mean Square Error), NAE and Average Difference.

Table 1: Computational Result & Analysis of Results Based on Lmse, Nae and Average Difference

File Name Colors before Quantization Colors after Quantization NAE LMSE Average Difference

Phantom1.jpg 4721 2974 0.0029 0.0093 0.1193
Phantom2.jpg

bmp 7088 3754 0.0024 0.0075 0.1007

Phantom5.jpg 8112 6762 0.0026 0.0079 0.1213

Technology.png 7643 5091 0.0021 0.0058 0.1393

From the above results it can be observed that perceptual uniformity 
is there in the output image. There is no degradation in the image 
quality. The processed image is visually similar to the input image. 
The performance of proposed algorithm is evaluated based on 
LMSE, NAE(Normalised Absolute Error) and Average Difference. 
In this research work the results which have been achieved using 
Honey Bee Optimization for color quantization using HSI color 
model are compared with the other approaches. The results of the 
proposed algorithm are analyzed by comparing it with the existing 
techniques of color image quantization. 
The following figures shows the processed images based on Honey 
Bee Optimization for color quantization using HSI color model 
and processed images based on Variance based algorithm for color 
quantization.

 
Fig. 5: Quantized Image ‘Phantom1.jpg’ with 2974 colors using 
HBO-HSI on left and Quantized image ‘Phantom1.jpg’  with 3083 
Colors Using Variance Based Algorithm on Right

Fig. 6: Quantized Image ‘Phantom2.jpg’ with 3754 colors using 
HBO-HSI on left and Quantized image ‘Phantom2.jpg’  with 4392 
Colors Using Variance Based Algorithm on Right

V. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented Honey Bee Optimization algorithm 
for color image quantization using HSI color model. Based on the 
results presented, I conclude that the image quantization based on 
Honey bee optimization using HSI color model gives better results. 
The HSI color model eliminates the weakness of RGB color 
model. In HSI color model hue, saturation and intensity (value, 
brightness) components are closer to the way human perceives 
and describes color. Hue, saturation and intensity can also reveal 
image features that are not so obvious in RGB color space.In 
this research, Honey Bee Optimization has been implemented 
on various types of images including the phantom images. This 
validates the proposed algorithm and it gives optimized results 
when implemented on the phantom images.

VI. Future Work
In the proposed algorithm we have to consider each pixel and 
for large images the proposed algorithm may become slow. 
So the further research may focus on some modification of the 
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proposed algorithm to enhance the speed. Further research work 
may focus on developing some new algorithms related to honey 
bee to decrease the computational cost and time during global 
optimization. Future research may try to apply the Honey Bee 
Optimization algorithm for color image quantization  to other 
color spaces.
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